FactoryTalk® Brewing Portfolio

Modern systems help brewers address key market challenges
Solutions That Help Every Role in the Operation

Easy to Adopt
Design tools such as modular code, pre-tested faceplates, and application configurations. Project risk is reduced with documentation and aids so you can focus on the brewmaster’s requirements.

Easy to Use
Simple navigations, intuitive graphics, and information with context allows operators to learn and leverage the system. Enhance productivity with mobility support and preconfigured reports.

Focus on Quality
Data-driven reporting and trends improve your ability to drive consistency with each batch, improve overall yield, and have confidence in the safety of your product.

Ready for Your Business
Designed with a defense-in-depth approach to reduce the risk of access to your critical assets and information. Agile configurations to adapt to your changing demands and materials to help you control costs.

FactoryTalk Brew
The FactoryTalk Brew system provides a single enterprise wide solution that addresses key operational challenges.

- Standard modular application designed for brewhouse control leveraging standard process libraries with integration of brewing requirements
- Designed to lower project execution time, reduce risk, and improve ROI for large regional and global breweries
- Functionality for entire brewery process areas including subsystems
- For enterprise level automation and information solutions leveraging The Connected Enterprise

FactoryTalk Craft Brew
The FactoryTalk Craft Brew system provides a cost effective solution to help brewers improve efficiency and optimize processes.

- Designed to provide affordable solution for craft brewers, typically from 5 BBL to 100 BBL
- Standard-based and scalable application for Brewhouse and Cellar
- Easily integrate equipment such as mash tuns, lauter tuns, brew kettles, and whirlpools as well as combination units such as mash lauters, kettle whirlpools, mash kettles, mash whirlpools, mash kettle whirlpools

A modern approach to brewing helps you:

- View real-time data on the brewing processes
- Manage energy consumption
- Compare performance across batches
- Access critical brewing process information from any location
- Quickly scale production up or down
- Adapt to changing production requirements

Today’s dynamic brewing climate requires informed decision making, data-driven exposure of inefficiencies, and a tremendous amount of collaboration.
Solution & Services

Let us address your market challenges so that you can get back to producing a superior brew. With global support and decades of experience, we can help reduce risk and variability by adhering to industry standards and executing our proven architectures.

Visit rok.auto/brew for more information on brewing solutions.

Connect with us.
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